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The game asks me to authorize when I select a server and nothing else happens and can't play the game.. im not sure about this
yet i have a glitch i try to start a new game it takes me to the part with the fuse i have uninstall and reinstalled
but no fix yet posted this so the creator can fixed then i beat it i will give a full review. Grindy but great! If you love grind like
me this is a must buy.. \u8fd9\u6b3e\u6e38\u620f\u6211\u5f88\u65e9\u4ee5\u524d\u5728\u624b\u673a\u4e0a\u73a9\u8fc7\uf
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\u591a\u4e5f\u77e5\u9053\u5927\u610f\u4e86\u3002. Another poorly made game with RPGmaker, Indie developers should
really be code tested before giving them the permission to make games, garbage like this should be a punishable crime!. This is
not a TCG (trading card game) and that's what makes it so great.
There is no card collection or deck building, each game you get a random selection of 12 basic cards out of the game's pool of
48 basic cards and 4 special cards from the class of your choosing.
"So what if I get completely screwed over and only get bad cards?" - That doesn't happen because a) the game is incredibly
balanced, every card has its use and strength b) the selection isn't totally random, the game makes sure that you have 2 healing
cards every game and that it's a fair mix of low and high cost cards ad that you always have board clear cards.
So to get back on point what makes the lack of deck-building great is that you have to adapt to your cards every game. Do i try
to get an advantage by being more mana-efficient than my opponent, do I try to win via board control or do I just rush my
opponent? If you want to win you have to play to your decks strength. Also a big part of the game is reading your opponent and
predicting what cards he has.

One example: I'm ahead in board control, my opponent just played a very low impact card and he has a lot of fire mana saved
up, that means that he is probably preparing to play Armageddon which deals a lot of damage to all creature on the board. So if I
correctly predict this I can take advantage of it by not overcommitting and not playing any expensive creatures next turn because
they'd probably die.
Advanced players will use this to bluff you. e.g. a player might save up a lot of air mana which makes the opponent afraid of the
spell Lightning Bolt, which deals massive damage to the enemy player's hp. So the opponent may waste his turn by casting
expensive heals even though it was a bluff and the opponent doesn't have Lightning Bolt.
All this predicting and bluffing wouldn't work as well if the game didn't have a limited number of cards.

Oh I almost forgot the most important point about not being a TCG, the game isn't pay to win, it's all about skill.
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Other important points:
- The game has still an active online community even though the game is 5 years old
- The computer AI is really clever and good at predicting your moves, so if you don't like online play, it's never boring to play
against the computer
- The campaign is pretty okay, every fight has special rules, so it's nice and varied, though as I said the best thing about the game
is the online play
- you can get a lot of value out of the demo. I played like a hundred online games before I bought the game (but a year or so ago
they added a 5 games per day restriction to the demo)
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What a sucky ♥♥♥♥ing game, lol.. It's pretty good. Nothing too special but still an enjoyable experience, except for levels with
those arrow ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s, and some bosses. Hopefully newer versions will balance them out. overall it's a good music game for
relax.. Game crashes every time I play it for some reason but he developer has been extremely helpful in trying to resolve the
issue. Maybe when I can update my system it will work. Wow! Really, really enjoyable game. Story was well done, the actual
cases were interesting and later on actually a bit of a challenge (assuming you really wanted to be right). The voice acting was
okay, pretty obvious there were only like 4 VAs, but the limited variety didn't take away from the game at all. I truely enjoyed
everything about this game and wish there was more!. This visual novel has a rhythm minigame which is incredibly bad. The
FPS is so low during the minigame that my eyes begin to hurt. What is more, the minigame has a big problem with syncing the
player input with the background music.
About the story: I've completed only two endings, the story is not bad, but I was not impressed.. Can't pause, hope you're using a
colostomy bag. OOOOHHH!! I'm already flipping over on this game!!!
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